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GLOBAL AVIATION SOLUTIONS

Procharter is a fully integrated aviation support services 

company offering market leading solutions to an international 

client base. With core competencies in air charter, leasing and 

remote site logistics support we pride ourselves in providing 

our customers with rapid, effective and cost efficient aviation 

solutions. 

Our portfolio of services covers a diverse but specialised 

product range, from a ‘one off’ charter request to the complete 

management of complex airlift operations.  

Our transparent approach to business, focus on customer 

service and operational excellence is testament to our 

professionalism and our company ethos of ’customer first 

excellence always’ is at the heart of all we do.

WHAT WE DO procharter.com

PRO RTER
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REMOTE SITES procharter.com REMOTE SITES

Tailor-made Aviation Solutions

The Procharter team has a long standing history of military and commercial logistics operations 

and employs a dedicated team of subject matter experts across a wide range of disciplines.

Boots On The Ground

Procharter has teams deployed throughout Afghanistan in support of an aviation operations 

contract for the US Defence Logistics Agency.  Managing an airlift program of over 200 aircraft 

movements per month, in an austere and hostile location, we are experts in shipping time 

sensitive, class 1 perishable and critical life support cargo to military controlled forward operating 

bases. We have the ability to draw on dedicated and trusted staff that can deliver on a wide range 

of aviation and security services. Our skills range from ramp management, ground handling and 

flight scheduling to the complete management of an aviation contract on your behalf.

Managing Aviation Assets

We manage a number of aircraft leasing projects (ACMI) and our in-house leasing experts can 

offer advice on dry, damp and full wet lease programs. This is often the most cost efficient solution 

for long term supply chain contracts. Our team are also market leaders in aircraft chartering, 

covering both ‘ad hoc’ or ‘series’ flying. We specialise in a vast array of aircraft which include 

B747-400F, AN-12, IL-76 and AN-124 operations.
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PROCHARTER AVIATION SYSTEM [PAS] PROCHARTER AVIATION SYSTEM [PAS]

The Right Tool For The Job

Our bespoke computerised flight planning system ensures that the customer has real time vision 

and control over all aviation and cargo activities managed by Procharter.

This hybrid desktop-web platform based on FileMaker (an Apple owned subsidiary) technology 

captures each aircraft mission, detailing aircraft type, call-sign, flight times, destinations, cargo 

type, weights, fuel uplift and much more. In addition to maintaining a complete date order record 

of all flights booked and flown, the system has a per-flight document archive function. This allows 

our operations team to upload the charter contracts, fuel invoices and billing data that are vital to 

maintaining accurate financial records necessary for mission critical audits.*

This is and will remain, a cornerstone of our business. We understand your needs.

*Procharter has its own in-house team of IRCA registered 9001: 2008 certified auditors

procharter.com
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LEASING & CHARTERING procharter.com

Procharter is an expert in short and long term aircraft leasing and has developed a portfolio of 

aircraft leasing services for both lessors and lessees. We have an in house database of worldwide 

carriers that ensures we offer the optimum solution for every request. 

Procharter works with the markets’ leading ACMI aircraft suppliers and flies thousands of hours 

annually on behalf of our mutual clients. Consequently, Procharter has detailed knowledge of all 

aspects of aircraft leasing, coupled with considerable buying power.

A clear understanding of the customers supply chain needs and an in-depth analysis of assigned 

operating regions ensures that Procharter consistently offers the most efficient and cost-effective 

aviation solution.

For all your passenger and cargo aircraft charter requirements, the Procharter team will be able 

to find the most efficient and cost effective solutions.

LEASING & CHARTERING
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In these challenging times, our ‘customer first’ philosophy leads our approach and advice to our 

customers. With industry specific experience, we guarantee to deliver significant cost and revenue 

benefits, over and above your current achievements.

With specialist in house aviation consultants, we fully understand ‘our market’ and can therefore, 

quickly identify short term improvements, in tandem with adding structure and good practice to 

ensure tangible long term benefits.

Our senior management and consultants have all held main board positions with various 

airlines and aviation companies. When we say we have been there, we really do mean it. Having 

restructured and merged airlines, identified and introduced new aircraft types, re-planned route 

networks and profiled aviation capacity, we have a solid in-depth knowledge of commercial aviation.

Our integrity and transparent approach helps us to build relationships and provide business 

solutions that are driven through peak performance and efficiencies identified within primary 

activities.  

These attributes allow us to demonstrate exciting new solutions and opportunities for our clients.

CONSULTANCYCONSULTANCY procharter.com
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CARGO SOLUTIONS procharter.com

With A Passion For Cargo And Service

Procharter strives to provide the most innovative and cost effective solutions to our global client 

base. Whatever you need to move, we will deliver, worldwide, on time and on budget.

Project Cargo

Project cargo is a highly specialised field that covers shipments with unusual characteristics. 

These items can be of a unique size, shape or weight. Often out of gauge, they are not compatible 

with standard aircraft unit load devices or scheduled airline services. Our specialist team can 

identify, plan and offer efficient solutions to all your cargo needs.

Cargo Logistics Management

A thorough knowledge of geographic viability and destination infrastructure limitations, as well 

as critical experience in inter-modal transportation and documentation, will ensure your cargo is 

shipped internationally without delay.

Procharter Offers “Aircraft on Ground” Solutions

When your aircraft is disabled, we stand ready to help you return it to revenue service. With 

dedicated Procharter teams operating across Europe, the Middle and Far East, we are able to 

offer you the most efficient and timely solution. Our team of specialists can identify, plan and offer 

efficient solutions for all your cargo needs.

CARGO SOLUTIONS
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AN-124 OPERATIONS procharter.com

Our partners provide us the opportunity to offer bespoke airlift 

solutions to many industry sectors. It also provides Procharter with 

a unique exposure to ‘one way’ AN-124 availability.

Our access to, and vision of, reduced cost charter flights 

should make us your first call for Oil & Gas, AOG, Humanitarian - 

Government - Military and Construction materials.

The Antonov’ AN-124’s versatile cargo capacity for heavy or out of 

gauge cargo, is often the solution that keeps your business running 

on track.

AN-124 OPERATIONS
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Air Transport Is A Vital Link In The Global Supply Chain

Procharter’s dedicated team can enable the rapid delivery of mission critical supplies to military 

forces, government contractors and energy sector clients. Our team of professionals has a proven 

track record, successfully providing airlift services to NATO, United Nations, US and UK military 

forces. Specialising in both rotary and fixed wing aircraft operations, Procharter has extensive 

experience in the hub and spoke concept and the demands of working at remote site forward 

operating bases.

Dovetailing With Military Staff

Our operations team has a military background and understands the need to follow a chain of 

command and standard military operating procedures. Knowledge of military aircraft including 

C17 globe master and specialist ground equipment, offer customers the opportunity to outsource 

their manpower requirements with minimal management oversight.

Security Clearance (Badging)

Often a ‘show stopper’ and a complicated lengthy process that can delay mobilization, our staff 

have held a variety of security clearances vital to supporting defence contracts. These include 

clearance levels ranging from basic Security Clearance (SC), to the more sensitive Developed 

Vetting (DV) Top Secret recognised by UK intelligence agencies and HM Government.

NGO, GOVERNMENT AND MILITARYNGO, GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY procharter.com
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AF Afghanistan Ops

Central Asia Ops

UK Founding Office

UNITED KINGDOM

sales@procharter.com

info@procharter.com

+44 (0) 1293 804642

UAE Regional Office

Dubai, UNITED ARAB  EMIRATES

sales@procharter.com

info@procharter.com

+971 (0) 50 640 5352

UK

AE

CA

Photo Credits: Richard Allen, James E. Saldaña and the DWC photo provided by wecareuae.com Procharter LTD @ 2015 (2019)
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